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Feasibility of Electric Power Transmission by DC
Superconducting Cables
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Abstract—The electrical characteristics of dc superconducting
cables of two power ratings were studied: 3 GW and 500 MW. Two
designs were considered for each of the two power ratings. In the
first design, the SUPPLY stream of the cryogen is surrounded by
the high-voltage high-temperature superconductor cylinder. The
RETURN stream of the cryogen is on the grounded side of the system.
In the second design, both the SUPPLY and the RETURN streams of
the cryogen are on the grounded side of the cable. Two electrical
characteristics of these cables were studied: 1) fault currents and 2)
current harmonics. It was concluded that neither the fault currents
nor the current harmonics pose any problems in the operation of
the dc superconducting cables.
Index Terms—DC superconducting cable, high-temperature superconductivity, power transmission lines.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NCREASING demand for electric power coupled with lack
of corridors for power transmission and distribution has resulted in congestion in the power corridors with the attendant
problem of instability in power delivery. Concurrently, the demand for higher power quality is increasing. Overhead power
lines, being exposed to the elements of nature, are vulnerable to
outages. However, overhead power lines have traditionally been
built because of their cost advantages.
In spite of the cost effectiveness of the overhead power lines,
the development of underground cables has been phenomenal
during the entire twentieth century. The basic advantage of a superconducting cable is that it can transport the same amount of
electric power as any other transport means but at lower voltage
level. As the cost of power is a function of voltage as well as
current, electric power transport by superconducting cable is
a viable alternative. Also, the significantly higher power density in a superconducting cable than that in the other alternative
power transport systems makes it an attractive means to transport cost-effective electric power over long distances. Low-temperature dc superconducting cable with supercritical helium as
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cryogen was studied in Los Alamos National Laboratory in the
1970s [1].
The refrigeration system of a superconducting cable is one
of the principal items of the capital cost. The introduction of
the high-temperature superconductors (HTS) has increased the
possibility of industrial application of superconducting cables
significantly because 1) nitrogen as a cryogen, in comparison
to helium, is in abundant supply and, therefore, is inexpensive,
and 2) the efficiency of the higher temperature (77 K) nitrogencooled refrigeration system is considerably higher than the helium-cooled (10 K) refrigeration system.
Comparing ac and dc superconducting cables, the power-handling capability of an ac superconducting cable is limited by the
stability limit of the power system; the dc superconducting cable
has no such constraint. The charging current of an ac superconducting cable can be a significant fraction of the load current,
particularly for long cables, thus reducing the power-handling
capability of an ac cable considerably. Moreover, the large capacitance of a long ac superconducting cable will impose a capacitive load to the power system, causing voltage regulation
problems. The system will require reactive compensation at frequent intervals along the length of the ac cable. A dc superconducting cable does not suffer from this constraint. An ac superconducting cable has hysteresis and eddy-current losses in
the superconductor and its stabilizer caused by the ac magnetic
flux, in addition to the dielectric losses. These “cold” temperature losses when translated to the room temperature, will demand higher refrigeration power to maintain the cable at the
superconducting temperature. Moreover, the high fault-current
level in the ac system may drive the superconductor to “normal”
which may cause damage to the superconductor. External fault
current limiters may be required in the ac superconducting cable
system to prevent the conductor from going normal. In fact, no
ac circuit breaker exists today which can continuously carry the
full-load current required for an ac superconducting cable, let
alone the interruption of fault currents. A dc superconducting
cable does not need a dc circuit breaker for point-to-point power
transmission. The converters at either end of the dc cable will act
as electronic circuit breakers, in addition to their primary function of power conversion. Because of the fast response time of
the converters, the fault currents are limited to low values, thus
minimizing the hazard of the superconductor going “normal.”
Although a dc superconducting cable may be the most suitable choice for long-distance high-power transmission of electrical energy, the electrical performance of the dc superconducting cable under commercial operating conditions should be
thoroughly investigated.
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Unlike normal (copper or aluminum) conductors, a superconductor has no tolerance for temporary overcurrent conditions; if
the current exceeds the critical current limit of the superconductor, it will go “normal” and may be severely damaged. A
fault in the cable system, e.g., a flashover of an insulator at the
inverter end, will cause the cable current to rise. The cable may
go “normal” if the fault current exceeds the critical current of
the superconductor. Therefore, one needs to estimate the magnitude and duration of the fault current.
Although there are no eddy-current and hysteresis losses in
the superconducting tapes for operation in a dc system, such
losses will be encountered in an actual system because of the
presence of current harmonics generated by power conversion
at either end of the cable. Therefore, it is essential to know the
magnitude of the harmonic currents to assess the ac losses of the
cable.
The magnitude and duration of fault currents and the magnitude of the harmonic currents were investigated for two possible
applications in Tennessee: 1) a 100-km-long 3-GW cable in the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) region, and 2) a 500-m-long
500-MW cable in the Nashville Electric Service (NES) region.

TABLE I
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF LIQUID NITROGEN IMPREGNATED PAPER AT 100 K

II. DESIGNS OF THE CABLES
Initially, two types of dielectric design were considered:
1) cold-dielectric design, and 2) warm-dielectric design. The
warm-dielectric design was rejected because of the following
reasons:
1) Two separate cables with warm dielectric will be required
to complete the electrical circuit as compared with one
coaxial cable with the cold dielectric design.
2) The warm-dielectric design will produce magnetic fields
in the area surrounding the cables. The cold-dielectric
coaxial design will have no external magnetic field.
3) The electric strength and life expectancy of the cold dielectric will be higher than that of the warm dielectric.
The basic assumptions were the following:
1) Yttrium barium copper oxide (YBCO) HTS tapes
will be used. The tape dimensions are: average
mm; average thickness
mm;
width
A/tape at 66 K. Two layers of
steady-state rating
tapes will be wound with opposite pitch angle, the pitch
angle being 20 .
in
2) Wall thickness of stainless steel tubes
mm.
in
mm .
3) Cryogen flow cross-section
4) Thickness of thermal insulation (vacuum space)
in
mm.
5) Maximum steady-state electric field in dielectric,
kV/mm.
The dielectric of a dc cable must be designed to withstand 1)
the steady-state dc stress, 2) the impulse stress under transient
overvoltages, and 3) the polarity reversal test. Sparse data are
available for dielectrics impregnated with liquid nitrogen [2].
The data from [2] are shown in Table I for liquid nitrogen impregnated paper at 100 K.
Reference [3] published the following data on the electric
strength for kraft paper impregnated with liquid nitrogen at

=
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77 K: ac (root mean square) stress
kV/mm, and impulse
kV/mm. Therefore, the design value of 20 kV/mm
stress
of steady-state dc stress is a conservative number.
The cable systems were designed with two design options,
each with two possible voltage ratings. The first design (base
design) is based on the premise that the SUPPLY LN (liquid nitrogen) flows through the central canal of the support former for
the cable and the RETURN LN flows in an annulus surrounding
the dielectric (Fig. 1). In this design, the SUPPLY LN stream is
at high voltage. High-voltage bushings will be required at each
refrigeration station for the cooling of the cryogen. The second
design (Demko design) is based on the premise that both the
SUPPLY and RETURN LN streams will be on the grounded side
of the dielectric (Fig. 2). This design will eliminate the highvoltage bushings at each refrigeration station for the SUPPLY
LN to circulate. The cryogenic systems for both design options
were designed based on [4].
A. 3-GW Cables
)-contingency rule was apFor the 3-GW system, the (
plied. This contingency rule requires that 3 GW of power must
be transported by multiple cables, and that if one of the cables
is out of service, then the remaining cables must carry the full
3-GW load.
Three alternative designs were studied to satisfy the contingency requirement: 1) one 3-GW cable, 2) three 1.5-GW cables,
and 3) four 1-GW cables. The 3-GW cable was designed for the
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interrupter. The fault current analysis followed the techniques
proposed in [5].
1) Discharge Current of the DC Cable: A rectangular travwill be generated at the flashover point
eling current wave
at the instant of flashover. This current wave will travel along
the cable until it encounters a discontinuity at the rectifier-end
smoothing reactor. Part of this current will penetrate the rectifier-end smoothing reactor and the rest will be reflected back to
the cable. Because of the large impedance of the smoothing reactor relative to the surge impedance of the cable, most of the
. This
current will be reflected back to the cable, i.e.,
reflected current wave will travel back along the cable toward
the fault location, canceling the forward current wave as it progresses. The magnitude and duration of the discharge current at
the point of flashover are given by

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of dc superconducting cable: Demko design.
r
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r
thickness of two layers of HTS tape; r
outer radius of dielectric; r ; r
inner and outer radii of SUPPLY LN annulus; r
outer radius of Teflon tube
inner radius of RETURN LN annulus; r
outer radius of RETURN LN
annulus; r
outer radius of Teflon tube
inner radius of annulus of
outer radius of annulus of cryogenic envelop
cryogenic envelop; r
outer radius of steel pipe; "
permittivity
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purpose of reference. Of course, two 3-GW cables would have
satisfied the contingency requirement. However, it may not be
economically viable to design a 6-GW system to transmit only
3-GW power during normal operation. The dimensions of the
cables for the base design and different contingency options are
shown in Table II, and for the Demko design in Table III.
B. 500-MW Cables
The 500-MW cable is only 500 m long. Its possible application is in a tunnel underneath railroad tracks in Nashville. It
has no requirement for contingency. Therefore, one 500-MW
cable was designed for two possible voltage ratings for each of
the base and Demko designs. The dimensions are shown in Tables IV and V.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Fault Currents
The most severe fault current through the dc cable will occur
if the line-end bushing of the inverter-side smoothing reactor
flashes over (Fig. 3). The fault current will consist of two components. The first component will be a traveling wave caused
by the discharge of the cable capacitance. The second component will be driven by the voltage source on the ac side of the
rectifier.
The magnitude and duration of the cable discharge current
cannot be controlled by any external means, such as valve control of the converter or a dc circuit breaker. The second component can be controlled by these external means, and the fault
current profile will depend upon the characteristics of the fault

(2)
discharge current,
dc voltage of the cable,
surge impedance of the cable,
duration
cable length,
of the discharge current at the flashover point,
velocity of propagation of the current wave in the cable,
inductance and capacitance per meter of cable.
and and
The duration of the discharge current diminishes monotonically
along the cable and is zero at the rectifier end.
2) Component of Fault Current Caused by AC-Side
Voltage: This second component of fault current will be
maintained by the voltage sources on the ac side of the rectifier. Therefore, the ac-side reactances, the smoothing reactor,
and the cable reactance will limit this component of the fault
current.
The following assumptions were made:
where

1) Fault current is initiated at the beginning of commutation.
2) There is no commutation overlap.
3) The firing of all the valves is blocked subsequent to fault
initiation.
4) Firing angle delay is zero.
5) Converters operate in 12-pulse mode.
6) AC network reactance beyond the rectifier transformer is
negligible.
The 12-pulse system and its equivalent circuit for the computation of the fault current are shown in Fig. 4 where line-commutated thyristors have been used.
If the fault starts when the reference valve comes into conduction, the fault current will continue to increase until the ac
voltage in the loop is zero, even if the sensing system is fast
enough to block the next valve. The fault current will then de. If the next valve is
crease, becoming zero when
not blocked, then the fault current will continue to rise until the
new voltage around the loop is zero. Similarly, as the subsequent
valves are not blocked, the fault current will continue to rise.
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TABLE II
DIMENSIONS OF CABLES FOR 3-GW SYSTEM: BASE DESIGN

TABLE III
DIMENSIONS OF CABLES FOR 3-GW SYSTEM: DEMKO DESIGN

TABLE IV
DIMENSIONS OF A 500-MW MONOPOLAR CABLE: BASE DESIGN

TABLE V
DIMENSIONS OF A 500-MW MONOPOLAR CABLE: DEMKO DESIGN

The voltage across the 12-pulse rectifier bridge and the faultcurrent profile are shown in Fig. 5. The peak of the fault current
is given by
(3)
Fig. 3. Flashover of line-end bushing of inverter-side smoothing reactor.

number of misfire of the valves in the rectifier
where
and the areas,
bridge,
and
are shown in Fig. 5.
The details of the analyses are given in [5], [6]. The fault
current profiles for the 3-GW 200-kV base design are shown
in Fig. 6. The discharge currents, the peak fault currents and
their durations are tabulated in Tables VI–IX for both the 3-GW
and 500-MW systems for all the design alternatives. The fault
and discharge currents will be superimposed on the steady-state
dc currents. These fault current magnitudes and durations are

typically less than that of an ac cable where fault currents can
reach 50 kA or more and durations can be 5–15 cycles.
B. Harmonic Currents
The source of harmonics in the dc cable are the converters
at either end of the cable. The converters are considered to be
the voltage sources for the dc-side harmonics. The computation
of the harmonics in the 3-GW 100-km cable was based on the
standing-wave theory of long transmission lines.
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Fig. 4. Representation of a 12-pulse parallel-connected rectifier bridge with fault at inverter end. L = commutating inductance; L = smoothing inductance;
L ; C = inductance and capacitance of the cable.

Fig. 5. Voltage across 12-pulse rectifier bridge and current profile under fault
condition.

Fig. 6. Fault current profiles of the 3-GW 200-kV 100-km-long base design.
Twelve-pulse converter bridge connected in parallel; commutating reactance =
0:15 p.u. (a) Smoothing reactor, L = 100 mH. (b) Smoothing reactor, L =
500 mH.

For the 500-MW 500-m cable, the cable was represented as
a -network. It was assumed that the dc cable was terminated
at either end by smoothing reactors . No other filter network
was connected to the cable. The equivalent circuits for the long
and short cables are shown in Fig. 7.
For the long cable (3-GW, 100-km), the harmonic voltages
generated at either end will be attenuated by the smoothing reand will travel along the cable in opposite directions
actors

with almost no attenuation but changing phase. They will be reflected by the reactors repeatedly as they travel back and forth
along the cable. The magnitude of a harmonic at any point along
the cable will be the algebraic sum of these two components.
As a result, the harmonic voltage or current level will exhibit
standing wave patterns with successive maxima and minima.
The maxima occur when these two components are in phase,
minima when they are out of phase by radians.
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TABLE VI
FAULT CURRENTS IN 3-GW 100-kM SYSTEM: BASE DESIGN COMMUTATING REACTANCE = 0:15 p.u.; p = 12; n

The details of the analysis have been discussed in [5] and
[7]. The magnitudes and phase angles of the generated harand , will generally be different. As the
monic voltages,
ac systems on either side of the dc system are asynchronously
connected, the phase angles will vary at random. Computations
were made for the cases when the two harmonic voltage sources
are equal in magnitude (i.e., the ac system voltages feeding the
rectifier and inverter are equal), but differ in phase angle by 0
and . The equations for the harmonic currents are given by [5]

for

(4a)

for

(4b)

where
= generated harmonic voltage ;
= harmonic frequency
;
= inductance of smoothing reactor ;
= 2
, rad/m;
= velocity of propagation in cable
;
= length of cable .
The results are shown in Table X for the base design. As
the magnitudes of the current harmonics are independent of the
cable dimensions, for a given cable length, the magnitudes of
the current harmonics for the Demko design are the same as in
Table X.

=1

The ripple losses at 720 Hz (12th harmonic) were computed
for the worst case for each design, i.e., highest ripple currents
and lowest smoothing inductance. The monoblock model was
used [8], [9]. The monoblock model assumes that the HTS is not
fully penetrated and that the ac losses are the same for this condition whether there is a dc transport current or not. In reality,
the harmonic losses will even be lower when the superimposed
dc transport is considered [10].
For the short cable (500-MW, 500-m), as shown in Fig. 7(b),
is the harmonic current in the cable.
the current, , through
Filter capacitances can be incorporated into the admittances, if
necessary. The equation for is given by [5]

(5)
where
= generated harmonic voltages at either end of the
cable ;
=
surge impedance of the cable .
, no harmonic current will
Equation (5) shows that if
. Reexist. Therefore, computations were made for
sults are shown in Table XI for the base design. The harmonic
current for the Demko design will be practically the same be, in the denominator is negligible for
cause the term,
the short length of cable. Because of the significantly smaller
harmonic currents of the 500-MW system, the ac losses will be
negligible.
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TABLE VII
FAULT CURRENTS IN 500-MW 500-M SYSTEM: BASE DESIGN COMMUTATING REACTANCE = 0:15 p.u.; p = 12; n

=1

TABLE VIII
FAULT CURRENTS IN 3-GW 100-kM SYSTEM: DEMKO DESIGN COMMUTATING REACTANCE = 0:15 p.u.; p = 12; n

=1

IV. DISCUSSION
A. Fault Currents
Under normal circumstances, the current controller in the rectifier station of a dc transmission system controls the load current flow to the preset value by adjusting the firing angle of the
thyristors [11], [12]. This controller tries to minimize the fault
current by phasing back the thyristor firing angle. However, its
response is not fast enough to be of any significance under fault
conditions. Therefore, the influence of the current controller was
neglected in this analysis.
For a fault on the dc line of a conventional dc system, the
rectifier valves are phased back to put the bridge in the inverter
mode [11], [12]. The converters at both terminals then operate
in the inverter mode, discharging the energy stored in the dc
system to the ac system until the current becomes zero. The
ac-side circuit breakers are used for backup protection.
In our analysis, the next valve to conduct (after fault initiation) is blocked by not firing its gate. The fault current con-

tinues to increase until the ac voltage in the loop becomes zero.
The fault component of current will then decrease until it is zero
, and the prefault load current flows. The obwhen
jective of the analysis was to estimate the magnitude and the
duration of the fault current above the steady-state rated current
of the HTS tapes in order to decide if the HTS tapes could withstand the overload without going “normal.” Phasing back the
rectifier valves into the inverter mode will lower the magnitude
and duration somewhat.
The load may be restored after fault clearing by restarting the
converters by ramping up the direct voltage and current [11],
[12].
, in this study will
The assumption of firing delay angle,
result in the maximum fault component of current. Usually is
greater than zero. In that case, the fault component of current
will be less.
Higher dc system voltage will increase the discharge current. However, higher system voltage requires thicker insulation between the two coaxial HTS cylinders. Thicker insulation
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TABLE IX
FAULT CURRENTS IN 500-MW 500-M SYSTEM: DEMKO DESIGN COMMUTATING REACTANCE = 0:15 p.u.; p = 12; n

=1

Neither the durations nor the magnitudes of the discharge currents and the fault currents are high enough to damage the superconducting cables which would be wound with HTS tapes
stabilized with a normal conductor such as copper or brass [13],
[14].
B. Harmonic Currents

Fig. 7. Schematic representations of the dc cable system for harmonic
analysis. (a) 3-GW 100-km cables; (b) 500-MW 500-m cables. V ; V =
harmonic voltage sources; L = smoothing reactors; L ; C = total
inductance and capacitance of cable.

increases the inductance and decreases the capacitance of the
cable, thus increasing the surge impedance of the cable. This
will tend to decrease the discharge current, as shown in (1).
In some designs, the discharge current may even decrease for
higher system voltage as evident in Tables VI–IX. Similarly, as
the fault current is driven by the ac system voltage, the fault current should be higher for higher system voltage. The discharge
current is not affected by the terminal (smoothing) inductance
because it is confined within the cable; it depends upon the dc
voltage and the cable surge impedance. However, the fault current is significantly affected by the terminal inductance because
the fault current flows from the ac-side voltage to the point of
fault via the commutating inductance of the converter transformer, the terminal inductance and the cable inductance. One
of the converter valves was considered to be
misfire
sufficient delay for the protection system to respond in turning
the valves off.
Only one length for each of the two systems was considered,
i.e., 100 km for the 3-GW system and 500 m for the 500-MW
system. The duration of the discharge current is directly proportional to the cable length. The magnitude of the discharge
current is independent of the length. However, the peak of the
fault current will be reduced for longer length because the increased cable inductance will provide higher impedance to the
flow of the fault current. As the terminal inductance is significantly higher than the cable inductance, the effect of the cable
length on the fault current will not be significant.

It should be observed in Tables X and XI that lower dc voltages of the cable produce lower harmonic currents. Lower dc
voltage means lower ac-side voltage. As these ac voltages are
the sources of harmonics (both voltage and current), lower dc
rated voltage of the cable will produce lower harmonic current.
It should also be noticed in these tables that higher smoothing
inductances at the converter terminals lower the harmonic current for the same dc voltage. This is caused by higher voltage
drop across the higher smoothing inductances.
The level of ac losses due to harmonic currents in the dc cables do not pose any problem for the reliable operation of the dc
cables [15]. The ac losses due to the harmonic currents (Table X)
are much less than the thermal heat in-leak to the cryostat which
is on the order of 3–5 W/m. This means that dc harmonic filters
will not be required. It will lower the cost of the converters a
little and also increase the reliability of operation by eliminating
some accessories in the system.
C. Comparison Between Base Design and Demko Design
The base design (Fig. 1) is the standard design where the
stream of the cryogen flows through the core of the
cable assembly and the RETURN stream envelops the second concentric HTS cylinder. This is very desirable for cryogenic considerations because of its ability to cool the cable system uniformly. The SUPPLY stream of cryogen is enclosed inside the
high-voltage HTS cylinder. This SUPPLY stream of cryogen has
to be taken out of the cable system at every refrigeration station for recirculation and cooling. This means that the SUPPLY
stream has to penetrate through the high-voltage envelope to be
delivered to the refrigeration system which is at ground potential. This can be done by designing a high-voltage bushing to
be placed at each station of the refrigeration system. It will be
expensive and a potential source of unreliability due to thermal,
mechanical, and electric stresses. In contrast, both the cryogen
streams are at ground potential under steady-state operation in
the Demko design (Fig. 2). From an electrical standpoint, this
design will be simpler, cost effective, and more reliable.
The discharge current during fault of the Demko design
(Tables VIII and IX) is smaller than that of the base design
SUPPLY
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TABLE X
CURRENT HARMONICS IN 3-GW 100-kM SYSTEM: BASE DESIGN FIRING ANGLE, a = 15 ; OVERLAP ANGLE, u = 32:55 COMMUTATING REACTANCE,
X = 0:15 p.u.; HARMONIC NUMBER, p
= 12

TABLE XI
CURRENT HARMONICS IN 500-MW 500-M SYSTEM: BASE DESIGN FIRING ANGLE, a = 15 ; OVERLAP ANGLE, u = 32:55 COMMUTATING REACTANCE,
X = 0:15 p.u.; HARMONIC NUMBER, p
= 12

(Tables VI and VII) because of the higher surge impedance of
the Demko design, as shown in (1). The fault component of
the current for the Demko design is also somewhat lower than
that for the base design because of the higher inductance of the
Demko design, as shown in (3).
The harmonic currents for the base and the Demko designs
were found to be the same for both the 100-km and 500-m cables. For the long cables, as shown in (4), the harmonic current
and the propagais a function of the smoothing inductance
and harmonic
tion constant for given harmonic voltage
frequency . is a function of the permittivity of the cable
dielectric. Therefore, for the same cable length, terminal inductance, and the dielectric, the harmonic currents for the two designs must be the same. For short cables, as (5) shows, the harmonic current is a function of the surge impedance of the cable.

is very small, and therefore, does not
However, the term
affect the magnitude of the harmonic currents.

V. CONCLUSION
Neither fault current nor current harmonics will impact the
steady-state operation or degrade the performance of the dc superconducting cable.
The Demko design with both GO and RETURN flows of the
cryogen on the grounded side of the cable system will enhance
the reliability as well as the cost effectiveness of the cable
system. Further study is needed to optimize this design.
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